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paragraph. Generally speaking, all work in
connection with the making of children's toys is
brought within the scope of the Board in two
sets of circumstances (1) when carried on in an
establishment, branch or department mainly so
engaged or (2) when earned on by a worker so
engaged, irrespective of the main work of the
establishment, branch or department in which
he is employed, provided in this case that the
worker is wholly* so employed during his
working hour's in any week. In addition, in the
case of perambulator-making establishments,
any toy work done in the establishment is
brought within the scope of the Toy Board,
whether the worker is employed on both types
of work or not. Hitherto such work has been
within the scope of the Perambulator and In-
valid Carriage Board, and the present arrange-
ment is the result of an agreement between the
two Boards concerned.

Interpretation " Toys."

Paragraph 2 contains interpretations of the
terms used in the first part of the definition;
only the following call for comment: —

AYhile no precise definition of " children's
toys " can be embodied in the Order of 1925,
the term applies essentiall}'' to any article made
for sal© as a plaything for children. Toys of
all classes, e.g., metal toys, wooden or other
hard toys, soft and other stuffed toys, dolls,
children's books of textile materials, requisites
for table games, Christmas crackers. Easter
eggs, toy musical instruments, &c., are of
course included. There are, however, classes
of articles (e.g., bats and balls) which are toys
in certain circumstances only, e.g., according
to the pattern made. A determining criterion
in all such cases will be whether the article in
question is made mainly for sale as a child's
toy. If so, it is within the scope of the Board.
The position is similar with regard to articles
used for instructional or educational purposes.
Children's toys are not excluded merely by
reason of their being also used for those pur-
poses.

It will be noted that, under paragraph 2 of
the 'definition, the expression " children's
toys " includes any part of such toys. There
is thus brought within the scope of the Order
the making in a, toy-making establishment,
branch or department, of paste or other ad-
hesive material, or nails, screws, nuts, hinges,
catches, or other similar articles used in the
assembling of toys. The making of such
articles elsewhere may, however, be presumed
not to form part of the toy-making trade and
is therefore not included.

Assembling.

The assembling of parts of toys is considered
to be an integral part of the making of toys
and is therefore within the scope of the Order
in the same circumstances in which toy manu-
facture in general is included. For instance, a
firm which had an establishment, branch or
department wholly or mainly engaged upon
assembling parts of toys bought either from

* Note.—In interpreting the word " wholly "
in the definition, the Minister does not propose '
to regard interruptions in the making of child-
ren's 'toys for insignificant periods as taking
such making outside the scope of the Beard.

some other English firm or abroad or which
employed a worker wholly upon such work,
would thus be within the scope of the Order.
By " assembling " is understood the putting
together of parts in such a way that they can-
not be separated afterwards without breaking
the article. Such operations as the filling of
Christmas stockings or the putting together of
component parts of table games are not in-
tended to be covered by the term " assemb-
ling." They are considered to be operations
of " packing " and, as such, are within the
scope of the Order only in the circumstances
specified in paragraph 2 (1). That is to say,
such packing operations would be within the
scope of the Order (and not otherwise) when
performed in a toy making establishment,
branch or department, irrespective of whether
the firm itself manufactured the stockings or
parts thereof or not.

Avoidance of overlapping with other trades:
Clothing, Pottery, Sports Requisites.

Paragraph 3.—The object of this paragraph
is to a.void overlaps with other trades; for
example, in the absence of a provision of this
kind, articles of clothing worn by children for
the purpose of " dressing up " as red Indians,
policemen, nurses, &c., might be argued to be
articles made for sale as children's playthings.
Such articles are, however, in general, manu-
factured in the clothing trades and fall within
the present scope of the appropriate clothing
Trade Board. A further example of this kind
is the manufacture of a toy animal from sugar,
which clearly forms part of the Sugar Confec-
tionery trade, and is covered by the Sugar Con-
fectionery Trade Board. In addition, in order to
avoid encroaching upon the pottery ti'ade, the
manufacture of such articles as doll's heads
from pottery is excluded when carried on in con-
junction with the manufacture of other pottery,
even though the workers are not interchange-
ably employed. If, however, an establishment
were engaged exclusively on the manufacture of
dolls' heads or other toys or parts thereof from
pottery, such an establishment would, in the
Minister's view, be a toy-making establishment,
and fall within the scope of the revised Defini-
tion. The express exclusion of the making of
sports requisites not only emphasises the
separate character of the Trade but is also in
accordance with the criterion referred to above,
of exempting articles which are not made
wholly or mainly for sale as children's play-
things.

Ministry of Labour.
Trade Boards Division,

12th June 1925.

PATENTS AND DESIGNS ACTS,
1907 AXD 1919. ^_

Application for Eestoration of Lapsed Patent
under Section 20.

Notice is hereby given that The Wellman-
Seaver-Morgan Company has made application
for the restoration of the Patent granted to
Alfred Ernest White for an invention com-
municated by the said Company and entitled

Improvements in- and relating to machines
for operating coke oven doors and the like,"


